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Bio Poem
Line 1: First name only

Line 2: Four adjectives that describe you, your qualities, what makes you unique.

Line 3: Choose one of the lines below:
Son/Daughter of (name of relation)
Brother/Sister of
Nephew/Niece of

Lines 4–6: Lover or Supporter of... (three things, people, ideas)

(3 lines) example: Lover of soccer, the world’s favorite sport

Lines 7–9: Who feels... (three adjective phrases that describe emotions/feelings)

(3 lines) example: Who feels delighted whenever the bell rings before the teacher has assigned any
homework!

Lines 10–12: Who fears... (three items, each written in a descriptive phrase)

(3 lines) example: Who fears watching a horror movie in the dark when I’m all alone on a cold, rainy
night...

Lines 13–15: Who would like to see... 

(3 lines) example: Three changes you’d want in the future: changes in your personal life; family, friends,
home, school, and changes in the world around you...

Line 16: Resident of... (city, street, state, country, planet, solar system or universe... ???)

Line 17: Last name only

Note: Writers: be creative, humorous, serious... be yourself, unique.
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Bio Poem
Student Models

Jose

Optimistic, kind, lucky, patient

Son of Julia and Alfredo

Lover of Jazz, it relaxes me when I’m bored

Who feels bad when sees people drugged,

lucky because of the opportunity to study,

and proud when having good grades

Who fears living away from the rest of my family,

having to stop studying,

and making a contaminated world

Who would like to see new institution for the help of homeless,

more money in my pocket,

and institutions for planting more trees

in places where people love to get

pure air

Resident of this mysterious universe

Reyes

Javier

Friendly, impatient, dynamic, and funny

Son of Pedro

Lover of girls, music, and my family

Who feels angry when somebody talks about me,

sad when nobody talks to me,

and proud when I get A’s in all my classes.

Who fears villains,

cold nights in the cemetery,

and giving reports in front of the class.

Who would like to see my family together,

Maradona,

and the world from outer space.

Resident of San Diego, Bancroft St.

Reyes


